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Abstract
Core-electron binding energies (CEBEs) computed within a  self-consistent
field approach require large basis sets to achieve convergence with respect to
the basis set limit. It is shown that supplementing a basis set with basis func-
tions from the corresponding basis set for the element with the next highest
nuclear charge (Z+1) provides basis sets that give CEBEs close to the basis set
limit. This simple procedure provides relatively small basis sets that are well
suited for calculations where the description of a core-ionised state is important,
such as time-dependent density functional theory calculations of X-ray emission
spectroscopy.
Keywords: Core electron binding energies, basis set, x-ray photoelectron
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1. Introduction
Calculations of core-electron spectroscopy have become increasingly impor-
tant because of advances in X-ray light sources, such as free electron lasers.
These sources can deliver short femtosecond pulses of X-rays which can probe
ultrafast chemical processes [1–3]. One widely used technique is X-ray pho-5
toelectron spectroscopy (XPS) which involves the ionisation of core electrons.
XPS is a powerful analytical tool that can provide information on elemental
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composition, as well as the chemical environment and electronic state of the
constituent atoms of a material. Computational simulations can often assist
in deciphering the information contained within an XPS spectrum. A criti-10
cal component in calculations of XPS are the core-electron binding energies
(CEBEs). CEBEs correspond to the energy required to ionise a core electron,
and are usually calculated as the di↵erence between the energy of the ground
state of a molecule or material and the energy with a core electron removed.
The most common approach to calculating CEBEs is using a  self-consistent15
field ( SCF) approach [4–8].
For molecular systems, calculations of CEBEs most commonly use gaussian
basis functions. For these calculations, the calculated CEBEs are highly depen-
dent on the basis set used, and several groups have assessed the accuracy of20
di↵erent basis sets for the calculation of CEBEs [7, 9–15]. One conclusion from
this work is that the inclusion of core-valence correlation functions is important
for the correlation consistent basis sets of Dunning and co-workers and that the
cc-pCVTZ basis set performs well. A recent study considered a wide range of
basis sets and CEBEs of molecules containing first and second row elements [15].25
It was found that for first row elements a number of relatively small basis sets
gave CEBEs that were in close agreement with CEBEs calculated with much
larger basis sets. However, for the core ionisation of second row elements modest
sized basis sets performed poorly. The best performing basis sets in terms of
accuracy and size were the individual gauge for localised orbitals (IGLO-II and30
IGLO-III) basis sets. These basis sets were developed for NMR spectroscopy
and their good performance in calculations of core-electron spectroscopies has
been identified previously [16, 17]. Other basis sets designed for NMR spec-
troscopy calculations, including the pcSseg-n basis sets of Jensen [18], have also
been shown to perform well in calculations of CEBEs [15]. A limitation of these35
basis sets is that they are only available for the elements hydrogen, boron to
fluorine and aluminium to chlorine. For the study of elements outside of these,
for example s-block elements or transition metals, alternative basis sets need to
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be used. With standard, widely used families of basis sets it is necessary to use
very large basis sets to achieve convergence with respect to the basis set limit40
in calculations of CEBEs. It is therefore desirable to have small or moderately
sized basis sets that are available for all (or most) elements that give CEBEs
that are near the basis set limit. It has been shown that it is only necessary
to use large basis sets for the core-ionised atom and that accurate CEBEs can
be computed using basis sets of cc-pCVTZ quality for the core-ionised atom45
and much smaller basis sets for the remaining atoms, which represents a com-
putationally e cient scheme [19–21]. Another factor that is relevant for the
calculation of core-electron excitation energies, where the core electron is ex-
cited to a virtual orbital (rather than ionised), is that it is advantageous to have
additional features, such as di↵use basis functions, readily available.50
In this work we propose a simple strategy that can be applied to all com-
monly used gaussian basis sets, and provides relatively small basis sets, that are
comparable in size to 6-31G* or cc-pVDZ, which reproduce the CEBEs com-
puted with much larger and extensive basis sets with a high degree of accuracy.55
The modification proposed is predicated on the observation that to calculate
an accurate CEBE it is necessary to be able to describe both the neutral and
core-ionised species accurately. Large basis sets have the inherent flexibility to
achieve this, whereas smaller basis sets lead to an unbalanced treatment where
the core-ionised state is described relatively poorly. This is illustrated in Table60
1, which shows the change in the total energy between a range of moderately
sized basis sets and the cc-pCVQZ basis set for several molecules calculated
using a  SCF approach [8] and density functional theory (DFT) with the PBE
exchange-correlation functional [22]. The data shows that for the split-valence
and correlation-consistent basis sets the error is significantly greater for the65
core-ionised state in comparison to the ground state. For the ground state, the
change in energy is not highly dependent on the molecule. In contrast for the
core-ionised state, the energy change is much larger for ionisation from the core
orbitals of the second row elements. This is exemplified for HCl with the cc-
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Table 1: Computed di↵erence in total DFT energy from the cc-pCVQZ basis set for the ground
( EGS) and core-ionised ( ECI) states.
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pVTZ basis set where the energy change for the ground state is 0.28 eV, while70
the corresponding energy change for the core-ionised state is 30.07 eV. This
will result in an error of about 30 eV in the computed CEBE compared with
the cc-pCVQZ value, and demonstrates why large basis sets are particularly
important for CEBEs of second row elements. The data also shows the reason
for the accuracy of the IGLO basis sets for the calculation of CEBEs. For the75
IGLO-II basis set the energy variation from cc-pCVQZ is highly consistent for
the ground and core-ionised states. The inclusion of core-valence correlation
basis functions in the cc-pCVDZ and cc-pCVTZ basis sets [23–25] also leads to
a significant improvement in the description of the core-ionised state. However,
it is necessary to use the cc-pCVTZ basis set to achieve an accuracy comparable80
with IGLO-II. This is consistent with earlier observations that the cc-pCVTZ
basis set is accurate for calculations of CEBEs. In this work we show that
accurate CEBEs can be computed with small basis sets, such as 6-31G* and
cc-pVDZ, by supplementing the basis set with basis functions for the element
with the next highest nuclear charge (Z+1) than the element being ionised. The85
rationale for this is the core-ionised state has an e↵ective nuclear charge of Z+1
and these basis functions are better able to describe this state. In particular,
the exponents of the basis functions for the Z+1 element will be larger and more
suitable for the tighter orbitals of the core-ionised state.
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2. Computational Details
The accuracy of the basis sets is assessed by considering the CEBEs for the
ionisation of the 1s electron of the following molecules: BF3, CH4, H2CO, NH3,
HCN, HCN, H2CO, CO, SiH4, PH3, PF3, H2S, SO2 and HCl, where the un-
derlined element is core-ionised. This set of molecules includes excitation from95
first and second row elements. The molecular structures were optimised with
second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) with the cc-pVTZ basis
set. CEBEs were computed with DFT using the PBE exchange-correlation func-
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tional. It has been shown elsewhere that the basis set dependence of computed
CEBEs is not sensitive to the functional used [15]. In addition to DFT, CEBEs100
have also been computed with MP2. The core-ionised state is computed using
the maximum overlap method (MOM) [26] to prevent variational collapse and
maintain the core-ionised state during the SCF procedure. The CEBEs are as-
sessed by computing the mean absolute deviation (MAD) from values evaluated
with the cc-pCVQZ basis set, with the cc-pVQZ basis set used for hydrogen. A105
number of studies have performed detailed comparisons between DFT and MP2
CEBEs and experiment[13, 14, 19, 27, 28]. This work shows that it is possible
to achieve an agreement to within about 0.2 eV if large basis sets are used, and
relativistic e↵ects are treated for heavier nuclei. Consequently, here we focus on
a comparison with values computed with a large basis set.110
The standard basis sets considered include the split-valence basis sets 6-31G*
and 6-311G*, the cc-pVDZ correlation-consistent basis set, and the IGLO-II and
IGLO-III basis sets [29–37]. Several non-standard basis sets are also considered.
Previous studies have shown that uncontracting the core basis function can im-115
prove calculated CEBEs [8], and we consider two such basis sets u6-31G* and
u6-311G* where the ’u’ denotes the core basis function has been uncontracted.
The objective of this study is to produce basis sets with relatively few basis
functions that reproduce CEBEs close to the basis set limit by supplementing
standard basis sets with basis functions from the Z+1 element. The first vari-120
ant of these basis sets corresponds to adding just the core basis function from
the Z+1 element to give the (core Z+1)6-31G*, (core Z+1)6-311G* and (core
Z+1)cc-pVDZ basis sets. In the second variation of these basis sets, the core
and valence (but not polarisation) basis functions from the Z+1 element are in-
cluded to give (Z+1)6-31G*, (Z+1)6-311G* and (Z+1)cc-pVDZ basis sets. The125
reason for not including Z+1 polarisation functions is to keep the size of the ba-
sis sets to a minimum. Examples of these basis sets, highlighting the additional
basis functions included, are given for carbon and silicon in the Supporting In-
formation. In the calculations shown here, the modified basis set has been used
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for all atoms. However, as discussed later, an alternative strategy is to use the130
modified basis set only for the element that has a core electron ionised, while
retaining the standard basis set for the remaining elements. This approach is
more e cient since it reproduces the values of the calculations where the mod-
ified basis set is used throughout but with considerably fewer additional basis
functions. For transition metal complexes the cc-pwCVQZ basis set is used for135
the transition metal atoms with the cc-pCVQZ for the remaining atoms, this
basis set is referred to as simply cc-pCVQZ for brevity. The basis sets were
obtained from the Basis Set Exchange [38, 39]. For some of the metal com-
plexes it was necessary to use orbitals generated for the core-ionised state using
the PBE0 functional as a starting guess in order to converge the calculation140
for the PBE functional. The structures of the transition metal complexes were
optimised using the PBE0 functional with the Stuttgart Relativistic Small Core
basis set for the transition metal atoms[40] and the 6-311G* basis set for the
non-metal atoms. All calculations were performed with the Q-CHEM software
package [41].145
3. Results and Discussion
Table 2 shows the MADs for the CEBEs calculated with PBE and MP2 for
the first row nuclei, the maximum errors and standard deviations are included
in the Supporting Information. For the PBE calculations, the cc-pVDZ and150
6-31G* basis sets perform poorly with a MAD of about 3 eV, while the 6-311G*
and IGLO basis sets are considerably more accurate. In particular, the IGLO
basis sets have an error of less than 0.1 eV compared with the cc-pCVQZ basis
set. These findings are consistent with previous studies of CEBEs of first row
nuclei [15]. For the non-standard basis sets, uncontraction of the core orbital155
basis function for the 6-31G* only results in a modest reduction in the error with
a MAD of 2.28 eV, with a particularly large error for H2CO. Addition of the core
orbital for the Z+1 element in the (core Z+1)6-31G* and (core Z+1)cc-pVDZ
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Basis set MADPBE / eV MADMP2 / eV
6-31G* 2.88 2.08












Table 2: Mean absolute deviations relative to the cc-pCVQZ basis set for CEBEs of first row
elements for the molecules BF3, CH4, H2CO, NH3, HCN, HCN, H2CO and CO computed
with DFT with the PBE exchange-correlation functional and MP2.
basis sets results in MADs that remain too high. We note that uncontraction
of the core orbital and addition of the Z+1 core basis function does improve160
on the already low MAD for 6-311G*. Addition of the Z+1 core and valence
basis functions in the (Z+1)6-31G* and (Z+1)cc-pVDZ results in a low MAD
of about 0.1 eV which is comparable in accuracy to the IGLO basis sets. The
need to include both core and valence orbitals will be discussed in more detail
later. These trends are also observed for the MP2 calculations. In general the165
MP2 basis set error is larger than for DFT. For MP2 the IGLO basis sets have a
significant error of 0.64 eV for IGLO-III and a particularly large error of 3.36 eV
for IGLO-II. However, the (Z+1)6-31G* and (Z+1)cc-pVDZ maintain a good
level of performance with MADs of 0.44 eV and 0.33 eV, respectively.
170
For core ionisation of the second row nuclei, the good performance of the
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(Z+1) basis sets becomes more evident. It is for calculations of CEBEs of heavier
nuclei that the deficiencies of standard basis sets becomes increasingly apparent.
Table 3 shows the MADs for the CEBEs calculated with PBE and MP2 for the
second row nuclei, the maximum errors and standard deviations are included in175
the Supporting Information. For the DFT calculations, standard small basis sets
have MADs of about 15 eV, and even the 6-311G* basis set that performed well
for the first row nuclei has a MAD of over 2 eV. The (Z+1)6-31G* and (Z+1)cc-
pVDZ basis sets show a remarkable improvement in accuracy compared with
their standard versions with MADs of 0.41 eV and 0.23 eV. These MADs are180
comparable with those for the IGLO basis sets. The inclusion of just the Z+1
core orbital basis function or uncontraction of the core orbital basis functions do
not lead to a significant improvement for the ionisation of the second row core
electrons. For the MP2 calculations excellent performance of the Z+1 basis sets
is also observed, and for these calculations the MADs for the IGLO basis sets185
are significantly greater than for the (Z+1)6-31G* and (Z+1)cc-pVDZ basis sets.
The preceding analysis has shown that for DFT calculations of CEBEs for
the first and second row p-block elements the (Z+1)6-31G* basis set are con-
siderably more accurate with respect to cc-pCVQZ then the standard 6-31G*190
basis set, and comparable in accuracy to the IGLO basis sets. The MADs for
the MP2 calculations tend to be greater than the corresponding DFT values,
however, for these calculations the MADs for the (Z+1)6-31G* basis set are
lower than for the IGLO basis sets. We now consider CEBEs for first and sec-
ond row s-block elements. The IGLO basis sets have not been defined for these195
elements and it is currently necessary to use large basis sets to calculate CEBEs
for these systems reliably [15]. Table 4 shows CEBEs for the 1s electrons of
molecules containing Li, Be, Na and Mg computed with PBE and MP2 with
the cc-pCVQZ, 6-31G* and (Z+1)6-31G* basis sets. For both PBE and MP2
calculations with the 6-31G* basis set, there is a large increase in the error with200
respect to cc-pCVQZ for the Na and Mg K-edges compared with Li and Be,
consistent with the observations for the p-block elements. The CEBEs com-
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Basis set MADPBE / eV MADMP2 / eV
6-31G* 15.43 17.01












Table 3: Mean absolute deviations relative to the cc-pCVQZ basis set for CEBEs of second
row elements for the molecules SiH4, PH3, PF3, H2S, SO2 and HCl computed with DFT with
the PBE exchange-correlation functional and MP2.
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puted with PBE/(Z+1)6-31G* are in excellent agreement with the larger basis
set, and have a MAD of just 0.3 eV compared with 10.1 eV for 6-31G*. For the
corresponding MP2 calculations a similar trend is observed, although the MAD205
for the (Z+1)6-31G* basis set has a larger value of 1.5 eV, primarily due to the





















Figure 1: Calculated CEBEs for transition metal complexes.
We now consider CEBEs for the K-edge of transition metals from the first
row of the d-block. For these systems only DFT calculations have been per-210
formed owing to its lower computational cost compared with MP2, and most
calculations of CEBEs in the literature use DFT. The energies presented have
not been corrected for relativistic e↵ects which are large for the K-edge of tran-
sition metals [42], however, these e↵ects will not alter the comparison between
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Molecule PBE/cc-pCVQZ PBE/6-31G* PBE/(Z+1)6-31G*
LiCH3 63.3 65.3 (+2.0) 63.3 (0.0)
LiCl 64.6 67.1 (+2.5) 64.6 (0.0)
BeF2 122.6 123.9 (+1.3) 122.5 (-0.1)
Be(OH)2 120.2 121.3 (+1.1) 120.1 (-0.1)
NaCH3 1083.8 1096.6 (+12.8) 1084.3 (+0.5)
NaF 1075.8 1097.5 (+21.7) 1076.1 (+0.3)
MgH2 1306.9 1324.8 (+17.9) 1306.7 (-0.2)
Mg(OH)2 1309.2 1330.5 (+21.3) 1308.0 (-1.2)
MAD - 10.1 0.3
Molecule MP2/cc-pCVQZ MP2/6-31G* MP2/(Z+1)6-31G*
LiCH3 63.8 64.7 (+0.9) 63.0 (-0.8)
LiCl 65.0 66.4 (+1.4) 64.6 (-0.4)
BeF2 123.6 123.9 (+0.3) 122.7 (-0.9)
Be(OH)2 121.4 121.1 (-0.3) 120.5 (-0.9)
NaCH3 1078.1 1097.5 (+19.4) 1077.1 (-1.0)
NaF 1079.3 1098.4 (+19.1) 1078.2 (-1.1)
MgH2 1305.8 1326.4 (+20.6) 1309.4 (+3.6)
Mg(OH)2 1307.9 1327.6 (+19.7) 1311.1 (+3.2)
MAD - 10.2 1.5
Table 4: Computed CEBEs with the deviation from cc-pCVQZ in parenthesis for the K-edge
of s-block elements. Energies are in eV.
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di↵erent basis sets. The calculations with the 6-31G* basis show a wide range of215
errors compared with the cc-pCVQZ calculation, varying from +9.8 eV to +69.0
eV. Clearly calculations with this basis set would not be reliable. In contrast,
the corresponding errors for the (Z+1)6-31G* basis are reduced greatly and vary
between -2.4 eV and +0.5 eV. Taking Ni(CO)4 as an example, the calculation
with the cc-pCVQZ basis set has a total of 841 basis functions compared with220
156 and 245 basis functions for 6-31G* and (Z+1)6-31G*, respectively. Con-
sequently, the (Z+1)6-31G* basis set reproduces the values of the cc-pCVQZ
basis set despite being less than one third of the size. In practice the (Z+1)6-
31G* basis set can be used more e ciently. In the calculations presented the
(Z+1)6-31G* basis set is used for all elements in the molecule or complex. An225
alternative strategy is to use the (Z+1)6-31G* basis set just for the element that
has a core electron ionised while retaining the 6-31G* basis set for the remain-
ing elements. For Ni(CO)4, this calculation has a total of 173 basis functions
and the computed CEBE is essentially unchanged from the calculation with the
(Z+1)6-31G* basis set for all elements. Consequently, it is possible to greatly230
improve the accuracy of the computed CEBE with the addition of relatively few
basis functions.
Molecules that have energetically equivalent core orbitals present an interest-
ing case for the calculation of CEBEs, in particular with regard to augmenting235
the basis set for the core-ionised atom only. Table 5 shows CEBEs computed
using DFT for a range of molecules that have symmetrically equivalent atoms.
For these systems, it can be necessary to break the symmetry of the wavefunc-
tion (or molecule) to allow the core hole to localise on one atom and achieve
convergence for the core-ionised state. The (Z+1)6-31G* basis sets works well240
for these systems, with the calculated CEBEs within 0.2 eV of the values for
the cc-pCVQZ basis set, improving significantly the values for the 6-31G* basis
set. However, if the (Z+1)6-31G* basis set is used only for the atom being
ionised (i.e. just a single, carbon, nitrogen or fluorine atom) a significant error
is observed and the values are not an improvement on 6-31G*.245
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Molecule cc-pCVQZ 6-31G* (Z+1)6-31G* †(Z+1)6-31G*
C2H2 289.6 292.1 289.7 292.2
C2H4 289.1 291.5 289.2 291.6
C2H6 289.0 291.4 289.1 291.4
N2 408.8 411.6 409.0 412.0
F2 694.7 697.9 694.7 698.0
Table 5: Computed PBE CEBEs for the K-edge molecules with energetically equivalent core
orbitals. Energies are in eV.†The (Z+1)6-31G* is used for one heavy atom only, 6-31G* used
for the remaining atoms.
Now we examine the molecular orbitals associated with the di↵erent basis
sets. SiH4 is used as an example, but the results are representative of other
systems. For the ground state there is only a small di↵erence (less than 0.007
a.u.) in the orbital energies of the occupied orbitals between the DFT calcu-250
lations with the cc-pCVQZ, 6-31G* and (Z+1)6-31G* basis sets. However, for
the core ionised state some significant di↵erences in the orbital energies emerge
for the 6-31G* basis set for the silicon 1s, 2s and 2p orbitals. For example,
the energies of the occupied 1s orbitals for the cc-pCVQZ, (Z+1)6-31G* and
6-31G* basis set are -71.716, -71.719 and -73.071 a.u., respectively. Similarly,255
for the 2s orbitals the energies are -6.384, -6.394 and -6.784 a.u. Figure 2 shows
the radial behaviour of the core orbitals centred on the silicon atom. For the
cc-pCVQZ basis set the 1s and 2s orbitals have a greater amplitude at the nu-
clei in the core-ionised state, while the 6-31G* basis set shows no significant
di↵erence between the two states. The orbitals for the (Z+1)6-31G* basis set260
are qualitatively correct with a distinctly larger amplitude for the core-ionised
state, although the orbitals are less sharply peaked. The poor description of the
2s orbital by the 6-31G* basis set provides an explanation for why adding just
the core orbital basis function for the Z+1 element was not su cient, since the
additional basis functions will not improve the description of the 2s orbital. For265
the first row elements, analysis of the molecular orbital coe cients shows that
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Molecule cc-pCVQZ (Z+1)6-31G* IGLO-II 6-31G*
HCN 401.6 (0.0356) 402.4 (0.0353) 401.8 (0.0355) 405.8 (0.0327)
401.2 (0.0341) 401.9 (0.0349) 401.4 (0.0339) 405.3 (0.0315)
394.2 (0.0008) 394.9 (0.0009) 394.5 (0.0008) 398.5 (0.0009)
H2S 2501.1 (0.0065) 2502.8 (0.0065) 2502.8 (0.0064) 2537.9 (0.0044)
2498.3 (0.0045) 2500.0 (0.0046) 2500.0 (0.0046) 2535.1 (0.0032)
2496.4 (0.0041) 2498.0 (0.0042) 2498.2 (0.0042) 2533.1 (0.0030)
TiF4 5005.4 (0.0002) 5002.4 (0.0002) - 5076.0 (0.0000)
5003.9 (0.0001) 5000.8 (0.0001) - 5073.9 (0.0001)
4986.8 (0.0003) 4983.7 (0.0003) - 5056.7 (0.0001)
Table 6: Computed X-ray emission energies for the PBE exchange-correlation functional with
oscillator strength in parenthesis. Energies are in eV.
the core orbital in the core-ionised state in the (Z+1)6-31G* calculation has a
large coe cient for the Z+1 2s basis function (for example, 0.2 in CH4). This
underlies the poor performance of the (core Z+1)6-31G* basis set for these first
row elements, since this basis function will not be included. For the highest270
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) the 6-31G* basis set does show the same
trend in the variation between the two states as the large basis set, but is not
as accurate as the (Z+1)6-31G* basis set.
Another area where an accurate description of the core-ionised state is im-275
portant is the simulation of X-ray emission spectroscopy with time-dependent
density functional theory (TDDFT). X-ray emission spectra can be simulated
by applying TDDFT to a Kohn-Sham determinant with a core-hole [42–45].
This approach has been applied to study organic molecules and inorganic com-
plexes, and it has been shown that these calculations are highly dependent on280
the basis set used [15, 42]. TDDFT is also commonly used to study X-ray
absorption spectroscopy [46, 47]. In contrast to X-ray emission spectroscopy,
standard basis sets perform well for these calculations since they are based upon
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the linear response of the ground state density. Table 6 shows X-ray emission
energies and the associated intensities computed with TDDFT with the PBE285
functional for the cc-pCVQZ, 6-31G* and (Z+1)6-31G* basis sets. TDDFT cal-
culations with the PBE functional will not accurately reproduce experimental
vales, but here only the variation between the basis sets is of interest. The tran-
sition energies predicted by the 6-31G* basis set show a large variation from
the cc-pCVQZ basis set, in particular for TiF4 where a qualitatively incorrect290
spectrum is predicted. The (Z+1)6-31G* basis set predicts values much closer
to cc-pCVQZ, and in close agreement with the IGLO-II basis set for HCN and
H2S. In calculations of X-ray emission spectroscopy it is common to shift the
computed spectrum to align with experiment. For the HCN and H2S molecules,
the 6-31G* basis set calculations do predict the energy di↵erences between the295
transitions, but the relative intensity of the bands is predicted less accurately.
For the transition metal complex, TiF4, the spectrum is predicted poorly with
the smaller basis set. This illustrates that the choice of basis set is important
for these calculations.
4. Conclusions300
The calculation of CEBEs is important in the simulation and interpretation
of XPS. Computed CEBEs converge slowly with respect to the basis set and
large basis sets are necessary for accurate CEBEs. This high dependence on the
basis set is associated with small basis sets not providing a balanced treatment of
ground and core-ionised states. Including basis functions from the basis sets for305
the Z+1 element provides a simple solution to this problem that can be applied
generally. Furthermore, it is su cient to include the additional basis functions
for the element where the core-ionisation occurs which means that relatively few
additional basis functions are required. It is shown that these modified basis
sets result in a large improvement in CEBEs computed with small basis sets310
compared to those of much larger basis sets. CEBEs computed with DFT for
the K-edge of first and second row elements with the (Z+1)6-31G* have a MAD
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of 0.3 eV relative to cc-pCVQZ , while (Z+1)cc-pVDZ has a MAD of less than 0.5
eV. This represents an accuracy similar to the IGLO basis sets that are known
to be accurate for calculations of CEBEs. For MP2 calculations the error for the315
(Z+1)6-31G* basis set was less than that for the IGLO basis sets. A limitation
of the IGLO basis sets is that they are only available for a subset of elements. It
is shown that the (Z+1)6-31G* basis set also performs well for s-block elements
and first row transition metals, for which IGLO basis sets are not defined. It is
also shown that these basis sets lead to a large improvement in performance for320
calculations of XES with TDDFT. Overall, the inclusion of basis functions from
the Z+1 element, as exemplified by (Z+1)6-31G*, provides relatively small basis
sets that are well suited for calculations where the description of a core-ionised
state is important.
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Figure 2: Plot of the radial behaviour of the silicon 1s orbital in SiH4, (a) cc-pCVQZ, (b)
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